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HarperCollinsPublishers is the second largest consumer book
publisher in the world, with operations in 18 countries.
With 200 years of history and more than 120 branded imprints
around the world, HarperCollins publishes approximately
10,000 new books every year, in over 30 languages, and has a
print and digital catalogue of more than 200,000 titles. Writing
across dozens of genres, HarperCollins authors include winners
of the Miles Franklin Award, the Nobel Prize, the Pulitzer Prize,
the National Book Award and the Man Booker Prize. Publishing
Australian stories since 1888, HarperCollins, incorporating the
Angus & Robertson imprint, is Australia’s foundation publisher.
It is a subsidiary of News Corp.
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SHOCKING, FRANK, FUNNY AND COMPELLING —
OSHER GÜNSBERG OPENS UP ABOUT
LIVING WITH A MENTAL ILLNESS
For Australians of a certain age, it’s hard to remember a
time when Osher Günsberg wasn’t on TV — he was always
there, beaming a big smile, with a questionable haircut.
He was there hanging out with The Offspring backstage at
the Warped Tour on Channel [v]; announcing to a national
audience of three million people that Guy Sebastian was
our first Australian Idol; and later winning a whole new
massive audience by hosting every season of The Bachelor
and The Bachelorette.
But while everything looks great from the outside, the
real picture has not always been quite so rosy. Osher
has always known he has a different brain to most other
people. Struggling with anxiety, panic attacks and weight
issues since he was young, he tried for years to drink
away the anxiety and depression. On antidepressants
since 2007, he ended up unemployed, divorced, suicidal
and certifiable on the other side of the world — yet
somehow he managed to put the broken pieces back
together and make a life for himself again. He lives with a
mental illness — and he’s come to terms with it to live an
authentic, rich and fulfilling life.

A REVEALING, RAW, FUNNY AND HEARTFELT
MEMOIR FROM ONE OF AUSTRALIA’S MOST
WELL-KNOWN AND WELL-LIKED CELEBRITIES.

Back, After the Break
OSHER GÜNSBERG
ISBN: 9781460756249
eISBN: 9781460710241
AUS PRICE: $32.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 288pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Kajal Narayan
EMAIL: kajal.narayan@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 20/08/18
Osher Günsberg is one of Australia’s most recognisable
media personalities. He first came to the country’s
attention as the face of Australian Idol and the voice
of Australia’s largest weekly radio countdown, Take 40
Australia. He continues to be the host of The Bachelor
and The Bachelorette on Channel Ten. Osher was also
part of the Breakfast Team and co-hosted Hit105’s radio
brekky show alongside Abby Coleman and Stav Davidson.
Osher is a keen advocate for mental health awareness
shining a light on Men’s Mental Health. He is also the cocreator and host of ‘Movember Radio’ for the Movember
Foundation and a director of the board of SANE Australia.
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THE BRAND NEW TWISTY BLOCKBUSTER
THAT WILL HAVE YOU THINKING TWICE
ABOUT WHAT YOU SHARE ONLINE
Emma Cardwell is a modern-day celebrity mum: rich,
famous and beautiful, she is the host of top-rating
morning TV show Cuppa, and her picture-perfect family
life — three adorable kids and a handsome house-husband
— is shared with her many fans online. Emma seems to
have it all, but life in the spotlight isn’t all glamour — the
demands of the television network, the occasional crazy
fan turned stalker, and constant surveillance from the
media means she’s always one click away from a tabloid
scandal. When so much of your private life is public, it’s
hard to know who you can trust.
When her tiny daughter disappears from day-care,
everyone is a potential suspect. Is this a kidnapping, a
product of her high profile, or somebody out for revenge?
As the hours tick by and the pressure mounts, everything
comes under scrutiny, including her own marriage, and
Emma is forced to confront an aching question: can we
trust the ones we love?
‘Caroline Overington has an ability to home in on the
darker, unsettling sides of life, seizing upon topics you
might see headlining the news and spinning them into
gripping page-turners’ Australian Women’s Weekly
‘In this novelist’s deft hands, you’ll have no idea who gets
what until the very end’ Kidspot

The Ones You Trust
CAROLINE OVERINGTON
ISBN: 9781460755822
eISBN: 9781460709962
AUS PRICE: $29.99
NZ PRICE: $35.00
Trade Paperback
PAGE EXTENT: 352pp
PUBLICITY CONTACT: Alice Wood
EMAIL: alice.wood@harpercollins.com.au
RELEASED: 20/08/18

Caroline Overington is a two-time winner of the
Walkley Award for Investigative Journalism, and a
winner of the Sir Keith Murdoch Award for Excellence
in Journalism. A former New York correspondent for
the Sydney Morning Herald and The Age, Caroline is the
author of several fiction and non-fiction books, including
nine crime thrillers.
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Walking Shadows
F AY E K E L L E R M A N
The twenty-fifth book in the hugely popular Peter Decker and Rina
Lazarus series from New York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman
A murder.
On a quiet suburban street in upstate New York, the body of a man is
discovered. Twenty-six-year-old Brady Neil lived a simple life — his murder
seems senseless. Then Detective Peter Decker discovers Brady’s father was
convicted of killing the owners of a local jewellery store many years ago …
A disappearance.
Decker begins to suspect Brady’s death may be connected to his father’s
crimes. Then one of Brady’s closest friends goes missing, a pool of blood the
only clue to his fate.
9780008148898
e 9780008148904
AU $29.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 400pp
Released: 29/08/18

A ruthless killer who must be stopped.
Who would savagely kill two innocent men? With a little help from his wife,
Rina, who has been conducting her own behind-the-scenes investigation,
Decker must use all his skill to put the pieces of this deadly puzzle together …
before the killer strikes again.
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

The Mystery of Three Quarters:
The New Hercule Poirot Mystery
SOPHIE HANNAH
The world’s most beloved detective, Hercule Poirot — the legendary star
of Agatha Christie’s Murder on the Orient Express and most recently The
Monogram Murders and Closed Casket — returns in a stylish, diabolically
clever mystery set in 1930s London.
Returning home after lunch, Hercule Poirot finds an angry woman waiting
outside his front door. She demands to know why Poirot has sent her a letter
accusing her of the murder of Barnabas Pandy, a man she has neither heard of
nor ever met.
Poirot has also never heard of Barnabas Pandy, and has accused nobody of
murder. Shaken, he goes inside, only to find that he has a visitor waiting
for him — a man who also claims to have received a letter from Poirot that
morning, accusing him of the murder of Barnabas Pandy …
9780008264468
e 9780008264475
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 400pp
Released: 23/08/18

Poirot wonders how many more letters of this sort have been sent in his
name. Who sent them, and why? More importantly, who is Barnabas Pandy,
is he dead, and, if so, was he murdered? And can Poirot find out the answers
without putting more lives in danger?
The success of the Murder on the Orient Express film has brought Poirot to a
whole new audience who will love the new book.
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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Fantastic Beasts:
Wizarding World News

JEFFREY FORD

J O DY R E V E N SO N

9780062846167
e 9780062679031
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 320pp
Released: 20/08/18

9780008294397
AU $29.99 NZ $32.99
Paperback | 96pp
Released: 06/09/18

Inspired by the very newspapers seen in the Fantastic
Beasts films, Wizarding World News reveals previously
untold behind-the-scenes stories from the first film and
offers a sneak-peek at what’s to come in the exciting next
instalment.

A bold and intriguing fabulist novel that reimagines two
of the most legendary characters in American literature
— Captain Ahab and Ishmael of Herman Melville’s Moby
Dick — from the critically acclaimed Edgar and World
Fantasy Award-winning author of The Girl in the Glass and Bursting with scoops, exclusives and candid insights from
The Shadow Year.
the actors and filmmakers that it wasn’t possible to reveal
until now, Wizarding World News celebrates Fantastic
Told with wisdom, suspense, a modicum of dry humour
Beasts and Where to Find Them with features and snippets
and horror, and a vigorous stretching of the truth,
on the characters, beasts, costumes and special effects,
Ahab’s Return charts an inventive and intriguing voyage
plus a host of filmmaking facts to tantalise readers.
involving one of the most memorable characters in classic
literature, and pays homage to one of the greatest novels
Designed to mimic a real newspaper, it will include a
ever written.
colour ‘Late Edition’ that offers early photos and insight
into what the future holds for Newt, Jacob, Tina and
Queenie in Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald,
ahead of its cinema release on 15 November.

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au

Perfect Silence
HELEN FIELDS
When silence falls, who will hear their cries?
The body of a young girl is found dumped on the roadside on the outskirts of Edinburgh.
When pathologists examine the remains, they make a gruesome discovery: the outline of a
doll carved into the victim’s skin.
DCI Ava Turner and DI Luc Callanach are struggling to find leads in the case, until a doll
made of skin is found nestled beside an abandoned baby.
9780008275167
e 9780008275181
AU $29.99 NZ $32.99
Trade Paperback | 432pp
Released: 20/08/18

After another young woman is found butchered, Luc and Ava realise the babydoll killer is
playing a horrifying game. And it’s only a matter of time before he strikes again. Can they
stop another victim from being silenced forever — or is it already too late?
‘Relentless pace, devilish cleverness and a laser-sharp focus on plot’ Chris Brookmyre,
author of Quite Ugly One Morning
Publicity Contact: nicola.woods@harpercollins.com.au
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Vox

The Right Place

CHRISTINA DALCHER

CARLA CARUSO

9780008300647
e 9780008300654
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade paperback | 384pp
Released: 20/08/18

9781489257819
e 9781489257789
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 320pp
Released: 20/08/18

Adelaide, SA

Perfect for fans of The Handmaid’s Tale, don’t miss
the thrilling debut that everyone will be talking
about this summer!

A heartfelt story of two women’s journeys as they
discover how the right place to call home can be
where you make it ...

Silence can be deafening.

With her dreams of dominating Melbourne’s fashion
scene in tatters, Nella Martini has returned to the last
place she wants to be — Torrente Blu, the market garden
inherited from her late nonna. She just needs to clean up
the property, sell it quickly, and avoid run-ins with her
neighbour: surly Adrian Tomaso.

Jean McClellan spends her days in almost complete
silence, limited to a daily quota of just 100 words. Now
that the new government is in power, no woman is able
to speak over this limit without punishment by electric
shock.
But when the President’s brother suffers a stroke, Jean is
temporarily given back her voice in order to work on the
cure. And she soon discovers that she is part of a much
larger plan: to eliminate the voices of women entirely.
Timely, provocative and thought-provoking, this is bookclub fiction with a sharp political edge that will resonate
with the exploding conversations around feminism
and power, as well as with the #MeToo and #TimesUp
movements.
Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au

When the Lights Go Out
MARY KUBIC A
9781489264633
e 9781489267405
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 384pp
Released: 20/08/18

11 days. 264 hours. 1580 minutes. But it takes only a
second to change the course of a life.

But when Nella comes across her nonna’s cookbook,
things start to change. The place, with its endless tomato
plants and gallons of olive oil, gets under her skin, as does
Adrian with his passion for this life.
For Esta Feliciano in the 1950s, her husband has moved
Esta and their daughter to this alien country in search
of a better life than war-torn Italy has to offer. Can Esta
come to grips with the harsh Australian sun and strange
culture?

Publicity Contact: Sarana Behan, sbehan@eharlequin.com.au

Twenty-year-old Jessie has been alone in the world
since her mother died of cancer. Overcome with grief
and merciless insomnia, Jessie ventures into the world
alone, where a shocking discovery forces her to question
everything she’s ever known, including her identity.
Eden has yearned for a baby all of her life, but her
attempts to start a family are met only with heartbreak.
Financial trouble and marital atrophy are just the start as
Eden unravels, becoming infatuated with having a child to
call her own. How far is she willing to go to possess what
fate doesn’t want her to have?
Queen of thrills Mary Kubica blurs the lines of reality
while two women come to discover that the road to hell is
paved with good intentions ...
Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au
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The Lost Pearl

The Plus One

E M I LY M A D D E N

S O P H I A M O N E YCOUT TS

9781489251343
e 9781489251350
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 400pp
Released: 20/08/18

9780008288556
e 9780008288488
AU $29.99 NZ $29.99
Trade Paperback | 384pp
Released: 20/08/18

Sydney, NSW

From Pearl Harbor to the shores of Sydney, a family
secret that spans generations could unite a family —
or destroy it

The Plus One [n] informal a person who accompanies
an invited person to a social function or a reminder
of being single, alone and absolutely plus none

Polly Spencer is fine. She’s single, turning 30, and
managed to have sex only twice last year (both times with
a Swedish banker called Fred), but seriously, she’s fine.
On the evening of her seventeenth birthday party,
Even if she’s still stuck at Posh! magazine writing about
Catherine McGarrie wants nothing more than for the
night to be over, even though the opulence of the ballroom royal babies, and the chances of finding a plus one to her
best friend’s wedding are looking worryingly slim.
befits the daughter of a US Navy Rear Admiral. Then she
meets Charlie, a navy officer from the other side of the
But it’s a New Year, a new leaf and all that. Polly’s
tracks, a man her parents would never approve of.
determined that this year she’ll remember to shave her
legs, drink less wine and generally get her s**t together.
As rumours of war threaten their tropical paradise,
Her latest piece is on the infamous Jasper, Marquess of
Catherine and Charlie fall in love. But the bombing of
Milton, undoubtedly neither a plus one nor ‘the one’. She’s
Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941 changes their lives
heard the stories, and there’s no way she’ll succumb to his
forever.
charms …
Seventy-five years later, addled by age and painkillers,
A laugh-out-loud, toe-curlingly honest debut for fans of
Catherine tells her granddaughter Kit her story and
reveals the tale of a long-lost treasure. Can Kit uncover the Helen Fielding, Bryony Gordon and Jilly Cooper. Don’t
secret and reunite her family? Or will the truth tear them miss the hottest book of 2018!
apart?
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1941.

Publicity Contact: Sarana Behan, sbehan@eharlequin.com.au

Access Restricted
SCOT T GREGORY
K AT S O U L I S
9781489264664
e 9781489267436
AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
B Paperback | 384pp
Released: 20/08/18

Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au

In this gripping sequel to All Rights Reserved, Speth
Jime must risk everything to save the people she
loves … or lose them to the corrupt system that’s
keeping everyone apart
On the day she went silent, Speth never meant for anyone
to follow her lead — and she definitely hadn’t planned on
becoming the unwitting leader of a rebellion of Silents.
But when government representatives try to force their
way into Portland and restore the WiFi, Speth is forced to
flee with a ragtag group of friends by her side. Together,
they find their way into the abandoned countryside
outside the domes, tracked and hunted on their journey
south to find a better future. Along the way, Speth will
discover the devastating truth about their world … and
what it really means to speak up.
Publicity Contact: Natika Palka, npalka@eharlequin.com.au
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Dressing the Dearloves

The Fall of Gondolin

K E L LY D O U S T

J.R.R. TOLKIEN
Edited by
CHRISTOPHER TOLKIEN
Illustrations by A L A N L E E

9781460751015
e 9781460705643
AU $32.99 NZ $35.00
Trade Paperback | 400pp
Released: 20/08/18

Sydney, NSW

One crumbling grand manor house, a family in
decline, five generations of women, and an attic full
of beautiful clothes with secrets and lies hidden in
their folds.
Failed fashion designer Sylvie Dearlove is coming home to
England — broke, ashamed and in disgrace — only to be
told her parents are finally selling their once-grand, now
crumbling country house, Bledesford, the ancestral home
of the Dearlove family for countless generations.
Sylvie has spent her whole life trying to escape being a
Dearlove, and the pressure of belonging to a family of
such headstrong, charismatic and successful women.
Beset by self-doubt, she starts helping her parents prepare
Bledesford for sale, when she finds in a forgotten attic a
thrilling cache of old steamer trunks and tea chests full of
elaborate dresses and accessories acquired from across the
globe by five generations of fashionable Dearlove women.
Sifting through the past, she also stumbles across a secret
that has been hidden — in plain sight — for decades; a
secret that will change the way she thinks about herself,
her family, and her future.
Kelly Doust is the author of the novel Precious Things,
her memoir A Life in Frocks, vintage fashion bible Minxy
Vintage and The Crafty Minx series of craft books. With
a background in book publishing and publicity, Kelly has
worked in the UK, Hong Kong and Australia, and has
freelanced for Vogue, Australian Women’s Weekly and
Sunday Life Magazine. She currently lives in Sydney and is
a Lifestyle Publisher for Murdoch Books.
Publicity Contact: alice.wood@harpercollins.com.au

9780008302757
e 9780008302788
AU $44.99 NZ $49.99
Hardback | 304pp
Released: 30/08/18

Return to Middle Earth in J.R.R. Tolkien’s previously
unpublished story The Fall of Gondolin, edited by his
son Christopher Tolkien.
Completing this connected ‘trilogy’ of Middle-earth
tales — begun with the international bestselling The
Children of Húrin in 2007, with Beren and Lúthien
following in 2017 — this new volume will similarly
include drawings and colour plates by Alan Lee, who also
illustrated The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit and went
on to win an Academy Award for his work on The Lord of
the Rings film trilogy.
Following his presentation of Beren and Lúthien,
Christopher Tolkien has used the same ‘story in sequence’
mode in the writing of this edition of The Fall of Gondolin.
In the words of J.R.R. Tolkien, it was ‘the first real story
of this imaginary world’ and, together with Beren and
Lúthien and The Children of Húrin, he regarded it as one
of the three ‘Great Tales’ of the Elder Days.
‘We never dared to dream that we would see this published.
The Fall of Gondolin is, to many in the Tolkien community,
the Holy Grail of Tolkien texts.’ The Tolkien Society
J.R.R.Tolkien (1892-1973) was a distinguished academic,
though he is best known for writing The Hobbit, The Lord of
the Rings and The Silmarillion, plus other stories and essays.
His books have been translated into over 60 languages and
have sold many millions of copies worldwide.

Publicity Contact: sarah.barrett@harpercollins.com.au
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Boy Erased: A Memoir of
Identity, Faith, and Family
Film Tie-In
GARRARD CONLEY
9780008294915
AU $24.99 NZ $27.00
B Paperback | 352pp
Released: 14/09/18

S E P T E M B E R 2 01 8

Gross Anatomy
M A R A A LT M A N
9780008292706
e 9780008292713
AU $22.99 NZ $25.00
B Paperback | 320pp
Released: 20/08/18

*cover to be revealed
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Lucas
Hedges, Russell Crowe and Nicole Kidman, and
written and directed by Joel Edgerton.
The son of a Baptist pastor and deeply embedded in
church life in small town Arkansas, as a young man
Garrard Conley was terrified and conflicted about his
sexuality.
When Garrard was a 19-year-old college student, he
was outed to his parents, and was forced to make a
life-changing decision: either agree to attend a churchsupported conversion therapy program that promised
to ‘cure’ him of homosexuality, or risk losing family,
friends, and the God he had prayed to every day of his life.
Through an institutionalised Twelve-Step Program heavy
on Bible study, he was supposed to emerge heterosexual,
cleansed of impure urges and stronger in his faith in God
for his brush with sin. Instead, even when faced with a
harrowing and brutal journey, Garrard found the strength
and understanding to break out in search of his true self
and forgiveness.
By confronting his buried past and the burden of a life
lived in shadow, Garrard traces the complex relationships
among family, faith, and community. At times
heartbreaking, at times triumphant, this memoir is a
testament to love that survives despite all odds.
Publicity Contact: eliza.auld@harpercollins.com.au

What to Expect When
You’re Expecting:
5th Edition
H E I D I M U RKO FF
9781460756119
e 9781460710197
AU $39.99 NZ $45.00
Trade Paperback | 656pp
Released: 20/08/18

The totally revised and updated edition of the world’s
bestselling pregnancy book — for a new generation
of expectant mothers and fathers
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‘I cannot tell you the number of times I’ve wondered,
especially after a spicy meal, why evolution wasn’t
smart enough to build us with buttholes made out of
something more durable. Titanium, perhaps?’
From the hilarious Mara Altman, Gross Anatomy
unapologetically explores the beautiful, and sometimes
not so beautiful, aspects of our bodies, and why they’re
worth loving anyway. From hairy chins to braless outings,
lice-infestations to PMS, no body part is left undiscussed
as Altman takes the reader on a wild journey from head
to toe, recounting experiences most of us are too polite
to share.
Hugely funny and unashamedly body-positive, this book
is a must-read for all women (and men, too). Through
a combination of personal anecdotes and fascinating
research, Mara Altman proves herself as a fearless and
thoroughly charming writer, creating one of the most
compulsive feminist reads of the year.
‘I love how Gross Anatomy delightfully reveals Mara
Altman’s upbeat and life-affirming obsession with the
human body — our lovelinesses and not-so-lovelinesses.
Lots of people will soon feel far more body-positive
because of this book’ Jon Ronson, author of The Men Who
Stare at Goats

Publicity Contact: eliza.auld@harpercollins.com.au

Dubbed the ‘pregnancy bible’, the iconic New York Times
bestseller What to Expect When You’re Expecting has
sold over 19 million copies in print and sold over 220,000
copies in Australia and New Zealand alone.
The new edition of What to Expect When You’re
Expecting includes advice backed by the latest medical
research, including on preparation, diet, assistance and
complications. Heidi Murkoff reassures parents while
tackling problems and addressing issues that relate
specifically to today’s technological, multicultural and
rapidly changing society — from the use of alternative
medicine and assisted conception, to options for labour,
delivery and much more. This new edition has been
revised and adapted to meet best Australian practice.
Publicity Contact: lara.wallace@harpercollins.com.au
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Every Woman’s Guide to
Saving the Planet

The Contented Bee
ORGANIC GARDENER
MAGA ZINE

N ATA L I E I S A A C S

9780733339387
e 9781460710029
AU $35.00 NZ $39.99
Paperback | 304pp
Released: 20/08/18

9780733339677
e 9781460710784
AU $32.99 NZ $36.00
Paperback | 336pp
Released: 20/08/18

All the buzz on keeping backyard bees.
With bees worldwide in deadly peril, Australians are
keen to lend a helping hand. Keeping a hive has become
a popular lifestyle trend — and it’s more achievable than
you might think.

S E P T E M B E R 2 01 8

Sydney, NSW
Part-memoir, part-toolkit, by the inspiring founder of
1 Million Women, the global movement empowering
women to take action on climate change.

Practical chapters by a range of experts give the low-down
on getting started, caring for your bees, harvesting your
honey and wax (with recipes), troubleshooting, what to
plant to assist beekeeping, and great information on the
popular option of keeping native stingless bees.

Sydney mother Natalie Isaacs used to think climate
change was someone else’s problem. But when she set out
to reduce her power bill by 20 per cent and achieved it
easily, she had an epiphany. Realising that women make
most of the purchasing decisions in the home and so
have genuine power to make a difference, she went on to
found 1 Million Women. With members and followers now
numbering more than 700,000, the community is a global
movement that actively empowers women to engage with
and take action on climate change by making simple
changes to the ways they and their families live their lives.

ABC Organic Gardener magazine is Australia’s leading
organic gardening masthead. The Contented Bee includes
top advice from beekeeping enthusiast Jessamy Miller,
native bee specialist Tim Heard, Urban Hum’s Kelly
Lees, CERES’s chief beekeeper, Benedict Hughes, and
horticulturist Jennifer Stackhouse, and recipes by the
much-loved bestselling cook, Sally Wise.

This book combines Natalie Isaacs’s inspiring story with
practical advice for reducing your carbon footprint and
mobilising your community around the biggest issue
of our time: climate change. With loads of tips, tricks,
easy-to-understand infographics and an inspiring can-do
message, this book is for every woman who wants to make
a difference but just isn’t sure how.

Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au

Whether you’re in the inner city, suburbs or on acreage,
keeping bees can be fun for the whole family. This lively
guide features inspirational stories and photos from
enthusiasts across Australia.

Great Australian Bush Funeral Stories
BILL MARSH
Death doesn’t always mean the end of memorable stories from the bush. In fact,
often it’s just the beginning.
These tales from police, nurses, funeral directors, priests, gravediggers and those left
behind show that bush ingenuity comes to the fore when coping with corpses that won’t
cooperate or can’t be found, bodies that don’t stay buried, and weather and wildlife trying
to sabotage the best-planned funerals. This memorable and eye-opening collection of
real-life accounts of passing away and saying goodbye in the Australian bush is by turns,
poignant, bizarre, heartbreaking and hilarious.
9780733338588
e 9781460708859
AU $32.99
Trade Paperback | 304pp
Released: 20/08/18
Adelaide, SA

Bill ‘Swampy’ Marsh is an award-winning writer and performer of stories, songs and
plays. He spent most of his youth in rural south-western NSW and now lives in Adelaide.
Swampy is one of ABC Books’s bestselling authors of Australian stories; this is his 17th
book.
Publicity Contact: matthew.howard@harpercollins.com.au
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Rory Branagan 3: The Big Cash Robbery
ANDREW CLOVER & R ALPH L AZAR
Hello. I am Rory Branagan. I am ACTUALLY a detective.
This week, my school put on the BIGGEST, BEST school fete the world has ever known. We
are raising money to make St Bart’s BOOMTASTIC, with adventure playgrounds and even
a DRAGON.
But now the cash has GONE, and my accomplice, Cassidy ‘the Cat’ Callaghan, has been
BLAMED for stealing it. I’m thinking … I must use my detectiving to find the real thief and
RESCUE the Cat!
9780008265892
e 9780008265908
AU $14.99 NZ $16.99
B Paperback | 320pp
Released: 20/08/18

Join Rory as he leaps into a new crime-fighting adventure with a dastardly theft, the
biggest crime lord ever, head teachers that look like turkeys, and a real live komodo
dragon. There are seven books in the Rory Branagan (Detective) series and this is the
third.
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

So You Think You Know About Dinosaurs Series
BEN GARROD

So You Think You Know
About ... Spinosaurus?
9781788544443
e 9781786697936
AU $9.99 NZ $10.99
B Paperback | 112pp
Released: 20/08/18

So You Think You Know
About ... Stegosaurus?
9781788544436
e 9781786697912
AU $9.99 NZ $10.99
B Paperback | 112pp
Released: 20/08/18

So You Think You Know
About ... Velociraptor?
9781788544429
e 9781786697899
AU $9.99 NZ $10.99
B Paperback | 112pp
Released: 20/08/18

Did you know that not all dinosaurs are green and scaly, some are ginger and feathered, or that they didn’t
all roar, they cooed like pigeons, or that the ultimate prehistoric predator is actually not a dinosaur?
Biologist and TV scientist Ben Garrod’s fun, funny, informative and collectible series about dinosaurs continues as the
most up-to-date dinosaur books on the market with Spinosaurus, Stegosaurus and Velociraptor.
All children know their dinosaurs, but Ben encourages them to think differently, revealing how new discoveries and
breakthroughs occur in science every day.
A highly collectable, pocket-size series, introduced by Dr Jane Goodall.
Ages 6+
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue
MACKENZI LEE
‘Tongue-in-cheek, wildly entertaining, and anachronistic in only the most delightful
ways, this is a gleeful romp through history. Monty is a hero worthy of Oscar Wilde’
Booklist
The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue has gathered a legion of swooning fans
around the world, praising the genius of Mackenzi Lee’s unique blend of historical and
contemporary drama.

9780062382818
e 9780062382825
AU $19.99 NZ $19.99
B+ Paperback | 528pp
Released: 20/08/18

Henry ‘Monty’ Montague is born and bred to be a gentleman, but his roguish passions —
for gambling halls, late nights spent with a bottle of spirits, or waking up in the arms of
women or men — were never to be tamed. But as Monty embarks on his Grand Tour of
Europe, his quest for a life of pleasure and vice is in danger of coming to an end. Not only
does his father expect him to take over the family’s estate upon his return, but Monty
is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and travelling companion, Percy.
Monty vows to make this yearlong escapade one last hedonistic hurrah, but when one of
Monty’s reckless decisions turns their trip abroad into a harrowing manhunt, it calls into
question everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores.
The buzz book of 2017 — now in paperback.
Ages 13+
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Just a Girl
JACKIE FRENCH
The latest novel for middle-grade children from the iconic, master storyteller —
Jackie French.
Who was Mary of Nazareth, the most famous woman in all of history?
In 72 AD, as the Roman army pillages Judea and destroys their village, killing and
enslaving its inhabitants, 14-year-old Judith hides with her younger sister, her greatgrandmother Rabba and an unwilling goat in a cave used for storage. Judith is ‘just a
girl’, but her skills will save them and help escaped-Roman-slave Caius survive as well.
Wolves — and humans — threaten them all during that long, icy winter, but there are
feasts of stored and scavenged food to enjoy as they listen to Rabba tell stories of her
youth; of her wealthy marriage in Jerusalem and her life in Nazareth as a child.
9781460753095
e 9781460707739
AU $16.99 NZ $19.99
B Paperback | 240pp
Released: 20/08/18

But there is one story Rabba will not tell, no matter how much they coax her. It is the
story of Maryiam, her beloved friend who faced the scandal and shame of an unwed
pregnancy and the anguish of seeing her son crucified.
Yet the example of the woman Maryiam, who showed how pain and humiliation can
become the most joyous story in the world, will give Judith and her younger sister
and Caius the courage to step beyond their refuge. Because like Judith, ‘Maryiam of
Nazareth’ was never ‘just a girl’.
Based on primary sources, this book tells the story of the Mary behind the legend, of her
life and her extraordinary legacy, still an inspiration after 2000 years.
Fascinating, beautifully researched historical fiction — this is Jackie French at her best.
Ages 10+
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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The Complete Adventures of
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie:
100th Anniversary Edition

N O R M A N L I N D S AY

M AY G I B B S

9781460756201
AU $49.99 NZ $49.99
Slipcase | 208pp
Released: 20/08/18

9781460756218
AU $49.99 NZ $49.99
Slipcase | 272pp
Released: 20/08/18

A handsome slipcase edition that celebrates the centenary A gorgeous slipcase edition that celebrates the centenary
anniversary of a much-loved Australian classic, and
anniversary of one of Australia’s favourite classics —
contains a bonus May Gibbs print to frame
contains a bonus Norman Lindsay print to frame
Believing wholeheartedly that children preferred food to
fairies, Norman Lindsay concocted a recipe for success
that has lingered for 100 years.
Here are the adventures of Sam Sawnoff, Barnacle Bill and
Albert, the cut-and-come again pudding, who requires
‘politeness and constant eatin’.
Now in a slipcase, this beautifully designed edition of
a perennial favourite also includes a section ‘From the
Publisher’s Archives’ that contains a fascinating collection
of correspondence between Norman Lindsay and his
publishers, Angus & Robertson. The letters have come
from the A & R Archives held in the Mitchell Library
and were selected with the assistance of Lindsay’s
granddaughter, Helen Glad, who also wrote a short
biography of him especially for this book.
This slipcase edition of a book that has been in print since
1918 is the perfect gift, and is sure to whet the appetite of
all ‘puddin’ fanciers’.

To celebrate the centenary of its publication, The Complete
Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie combines in one
edition May Gibbs’s much-loved classics, The Tales of
Snugglepot and Cuddlepie and its two sequels, Little Ragged
Blossom and Little Obelia.
Quintessentially Australian, these delightful tales have
never been out of print since 1918 — indeed, the fantasy
world of May Gibbs has been a source of continual
fascination for generations of children.
In this edition, all of May’s original artwork has been
sourced and re-scanned, and the illustrations look as
exquisite as the day May put down her paintbrush all
those years ago. A fresh new design in full colour that is
true to the original editions of these three stories makes
this edition a delight to rediscover — or read for the very
first time.

Included is a biography of May Gibbs that reveals her
remarkable life and talent and how deserving she is to be
regarded as one of Australia’s most treasured illustrators,
‘This is the funniest children’s book ever written. I’ve been artists and children’s authors.
laughing at it for fifty years, and when I read it again this
A stunning piece of Australian heritage literature, this
morning, I laughed as much as I ever did’ Philip Pullman
collection belongs on every bookshelf in the country.
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

Whimsy and Woe:
The Final Act

In the final act to this dramatic tale, Whimsy and Woe
must escape villainous thieves, travel beneath a desert,
climb the Mountainous Mountains and perform a deathREBECCA MCRITCHIE &
defying trapeze act in the Benton Brothers Circus … all
SONIA KRETSCHMAR
before going undercover at the annual Thespian Society
9781460754672
Masquerade Ball.
e 9781460708439
AU $24.99 NZ $29.99
Can they stop The Purple Puppeteer’s evil plans in time
B Hardback | 416pp
and rescue their parents? Or will The Purple Puppeteer
Released: 20/08/18
pull their family’s strings forever?

From talented author Rebecca McRitchie and awardwinning illustrator Sonia Kretschmar comes the thrilling
conclusion to Whimsy and Woe that everyone’s been
waiting for.
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‘Adventurous and outlandish, Whimsy and Woe will hook
kids in from the first page’ Books+Publishing
Ages 9+
Publicity Contact: gerogia.williams@harpercollins.com.au
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And to Think that I Saw it on Mulberry Street
DR SEUSS
9780008272012
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 32pp
Released: 20/08/18

What was I Scared
of?

Mr. Brown Can
Moo! Can You?

9780008252625
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 32pp
Released: 20/08/18

9780008240004
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 32pp
Released: 20/08/18

Introducing Dr. Seuss to a new (and soon-to-be
overjoyed) generation of young readers!
With his unique combination of hilarious stories, zany
pictures and riotous rhymes, Dr. Seuss has been delighting
young children and helping them learn to read for over 50
years. Creator of the wonderfully anarchic Cat in the Hat,
and ranking among the UK’s top ten favourite children’s
authors, Dr. Seuss is firmly established as a global
bestseller, with over 600 million books sold worldwide.

Oh, the Thinks
You Can Think!
9780008272029
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 64pp
Released: 20/08/18

If I Ran the Circus
9780008272005
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 64pp
Released: 20/08/18

The Bippolo Seed and
Other Lost Stories
9780008288099
AU $9.99 NZ $12.99
Paperback | 64pp
Released: 20/08/18

HarperCollins is continuing to relaunch Dr. Seuss’s
bestselling books with six fresh new covers for September.
The bright new cover designs incorporate much-needed
guidance on reading levels, with the standard paperbacks
divided into three reading strands — Blue Back Books for
parents to share with young children, Green Back Books
for budding readers to tackle on their own, and Yellow
Back Books for older, more fluent readers to enjoy.
Dr. Seuss continues to inspire the simple joy of reading.
Theodor Seuss Geisel — better known to his fans as
Dr. Seuss — was born in 1904. He became a magazine
humourist and cartoonist, and an advertising man, then
turned his many talents to writing children’s books. His
greatest claim to fame was the one and only The Cat in
the Hat, published in 1957, the first of a hugely successful
range of early learning books known as Beginner Books.
Ages 4+
Publicity Contact: georgia.williams@harpercollins.com.au

